I'm curious why you are mandating 2,090 new homes be built when there is no available land or resources available in Novato? The road are full, traffic is horrid and we can't build more roads. We have highway 101 which can't be expanded, and 37 which needs a great deal of work to avoid flooding. We are suffering from a severe drought and there isn't any water. The dump is about to be full, since it accepts trash from all over the bay. Flooding when it does rain will only get worse if the people in charge see fit to build on what should be wetlands that are left alone. Building an additional 2,000 homes is only going to make these issues worse.

It seems to me that mandating new housing be built at this time is extremely irresponsible. Perhaps this committee could instead put their time and resources to solving existing problems, instead of creating new ones?

Best Regards,

Susan Wreden